
Helping all to understand our transition from a conventional 

Confirmation program to no Confirmation program: 
 

Our transition to opening Confirmation to 8th grade has caused some confusion to some of our families.  

This is our second year of our three-year transition away from a conventional two year Confirmation 

preparation program. Our hope is to simplify the process as well as truly meet our teens and families 

where they are at in their faith journey in regards to preparing for Confirmation.  This transition makes 

the Sacrament of Confirmation open to all who are actively involved in our parishes and actively living 

out their faith on a personal level beginning in the 8th grade. For this year only, our 9th Grade students 

and 8th Grade Catholic School students will be preparing for the Sacrament of Confirmation in the 

conventional way.  Starting with the 2018-2019 school year, we will no longer be offering a conventional 

classroom Confirmation program nor will Confirmation take place during a specific grade level.  Rather, 

we will be embracing a new approach focusing on helping our young people live an authentic, vibrant 

and personal faith. 

The basis of requesting the Sacrament of Confirmation is being ready to live out full membership in the 

Church.  Our new Breakaway ministry will assist 8th grade teens in actively living out their faith. In 

Breakaway, teens will be joining a small Discipleship group that will walk with them through high school 

in which an adult mentor will come alongside them and encourage them to continue to live their faith, 

not only prior to receiving the Sacrament, but for life. They will also attend a retreat to help in their 

growth in faith and love of our Lord Jesus Christ and His Church.  After a couple of months participating 

in this ministry, actively living out their Catholic Faith, along with the family participating in TLC or  

LIFT; they will be invited to discern if they would like to receive the Sacrament of Confirmation.   These 

8th grade participants may freely choose to wait until a following year and not be confirmed in 8th grade. 

We will be offering the Sacrament of Confirmation one time each year. Each year, they will have a time 

to choose if they would like to receive the sacrament of Confirmation.  Those teens actively living out 

their faith who would like to pursue receiving the sacrament, along with their parents and/or 

Sponsors, will be invited to attend two mandatory sessions to learn more about the Sacrament.  If a 

teen chooses not to be confirmed, they are still invited to remain involved in our youth ministry. (For 

those teens who choose not to be confirmed after participating in Breakaway their first year, along with 

teens who join our ministry in high school, please see "commonly asked questions" on how those 

situations will be handled. ) 

Lastly, it is essential to involve the whole family in this process through their participation in Total 

Lifelong Catechesis or Learning In Faith Together. Parents are the primary educators and evangelizers 

of their children. More importantly parents are the most influential people in their children's lives. In 

TLC and LIFT they will grow together as a family, especially focusing on giving the parents tools to share 

their faith with their children. 

 If you would like to go more in depth in our decision making process, please see the attached 

documents, where we will provide more insight into the reasoning behind our transition, what it looks 

like to be “actively involved in our parish,” and the importance of the Parents’ role in helping prepare 

their teens for the Sacrament of Confirmation. Lastly, we provide some answers to commonly asked 

questions. 



Reasoning behind our transition: 

1. Conventional programs were not working.  
a. Classroom model was showing to be ineffective in our ever changing culture. Here are 

some statistics from many different areas revealing why our current process needed to 

change.  

b. Only 30 percent of Americans who were raised Catholic are still practicing (Forming intentional 

Disciples Sherry Wedell p. 24). 
c. 10 percent of all adults in America are ex-Catholics (Forming intentional Disciples Sherry Wedell p. 25). 

d. Nearly 80 percent of cradle Catholics are no longer Catholic by the age of 23 (Forming intentional 

Disciples Sherry Wedell p. 33). 
e. In the early 21st century, among Americans raised Catholic, becoming Protestant is the 

best guarantee of stable church attendance as an adult (Forming intentional Disciples Sherry Wedell p. 35). 

f. 50% of Millennials raised Catholic no longer identify as Catholic today (i.e., half of the 
babies you’ve seen baptized in the last 30 years, half of the kids you’ve seen confirmed, 
half of the Catholic young people you’ve seen get married) (new survey was just released 

by PRRI entitled “Exodus: Why Americans are Leaving Religion—and Why They’re Unlikely to Come Back”. The survey was conducted in August 2016, in 
partnership with Religion News Service (RNS), and involved a random sample of 2,201 adults in the United States) 

g. Only 7% of Millennials raised Catholic still actively practice their faith today (weekly 
Mass, pray a few times each week, say their faith is “extremely” or “very” important (new 

survey was just released by PRRI entitled “Exodus: Why Americans are Leaving Religion—and Why They’re Unlikely to Come Back”. The survey was conducted 
in August 2016, in partnership with Religion News Service (RNS), and involved a random sample of 2,201 adults in the United States)   

h. Teachers were hard to come by, and often felt their efforts were fruitless. So they 
would only teach for a year and those who stayed persevered in faith, but still 
struggled. 

i. We were continually asked what we can do for those after confirmation, because they 
seem to just disappear.  Attempting program after program to reach out, but to no 
avail. 
 

2. Keeping the Sacrament at a specific age level was having a negative effect 

on preparation. 
a. Too many of those being Confirmed considered it graduation from the Church and their 

faith. 

b.  We were doing a disservice to those being confirmed, expecting all of them to be at the 

same place and pushing them through the process of being confirmed even though 

many were not actively living out their faith. 

c. Lastly, because we were locked into a specific grade level, many teens were being 

confirmed who did not want to be confirmed. Sadly, many parents are doing their best 

to encourage their teens to be confirmed, but unfortunately they were at a place in 

their lives where they were not open and did not want to participate. 

 

3. Opening the Sacrament up to a younger age level revealed some major 

benefits. 
a. Allowing for 8th graders and up will allow for more time to reach out to those desiring 

Confirmation. All the statistics pointed revealed that teens are more open at a younger 

age to make a lasting commitment to Christ and His Church. 

b. Removing the age restriction allows for more time for teens to actively live out their 

faith. Those in 8th grade also have more time and availability to make preparation for 

Confirmation more of a priority. 

http://www.prri.org/research/prri-rns-poll-nones-atheist-leaving-religion/
http://www.prri.org/research/prri-rns-poll-nones-atheist-leaving-religion/


c. Empowering our children at a younger age with the supernatural grace of the Sacrament 

will allow them to live their faith out boldly through High School as well as give them the 

strength to make it through the rough times in life. 

d.  Eighty (80%) to eighty-five (85%) of people who become Christians do so by the age of 

14 as opposed to 1978 when the age was 18. (© 2008, Research from 1998- 2006, R. J. Krejcir, Ph.D., Francis A. Schaeffer 

Institute of Church Leadership Development) 
e. People who become Christian before their teen years are more likely than those who 

are converted when older to remain “absolutely committed” to Christianity.  (© The Barna 

Group, Ltd, 2009.) 
f.  Barna Research claims that the overwhelming majority of Christ-followers date their 

“conversion” prior to 14 years old; indeed, after 14 years old the likelihood of conversion 

drops drastically. 

 

4. Coming to a true understanding of what is the Sacrament of Confirmation. 
a. "Confirmation is necessary for the completion of baptismal grace." Catechism of the 

Catholic Church (CCC) 1285 

b. "The imposition of hands is rightly recognized by the Catholic Tradition as the origin of 

the sacrament of Confirmation, which in a certain way perpetuates the grace of 

Pentecost (Acts 1:8) in the Church."  CCC 1288 

c. "Although Confirmation is sometimes called the 'sacrament of Christian maturity,' we 

must not confuse adult faith with the adult age of natural growth, nor forget that the 

baptismal grace is a grace of free, unmerited election and does not need 'ratification' to 

become effective." CCC 1308 

d. "A candidate for Confirmation who has attained the age of reason must profess the 

faith, be in the state of grace, have the intention of receiving the sacrament, and be 

prepared to assume the role of disciple and witness to Christ, both within the ecclesial 

community and in temporal affairs." CCC 1319 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What it means for a teen to be “actively involved in our parishes”: 

1. Participating in our Breakaway/Discipleship ministry.  

a. Entering into a small group of other committed youth with an adult from our parish who 

will walk with them from 8th grade and hopefully through High School. 

b. By attending the Breakaway Retreat, the teens will learn what it means to take time out 

of one's busy schedule and take a serious look at their faith with other parishioners.  

c. Through the small and large groups youth will come to a better understanding of the 

Church lived out at their level.  

 

2. Covering the minimum guidelines for being an active Catholic, this includes going to Mass 

Regularly found in the Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC) 2042. 

a. You shall attend Mass on Sundays and on holy days of obligation and rest from servile 

labor.  

b. You shall confess your sins at least once a year.  

c. You shall receive the Sacrament of the Eucharist at least during the Easter Season. 

d. You shall observe the days of fasting and abstinence established by the Church. 

e. You shall help to provide for the needs of the Church. 

 

3. Families involvement in TLC or LIFT 

a. Reveals the whole families desire to learn and grow in their faith. 

b. The parents will receive tools to continue to truly be the primary evangelizers and 

catechist of their children. 

c.  Parents witness to their children the importance of ongoing formation and growth in 

their faith. 

 

4. Participating in the many youth ministry events offered by our parishes 

More information available on our website: www.stmacatholicyouth.org 

a. This can begin in 4th and 5th Grade through participation in our Fun Nights held once a 

month.   

b.  Middle School youth ministry events include, Friday Night lives, Winter Blast, and 

Extreme Faith Camp.  

c. High School youth ministry events include Theology 101, 'Whatever' nights meeting 

once a month, Core Team, and multiple summer ministry opportunities; including 

Steubenville Summer Youth Conferences, World Youth Day, and other life changing 

pilgrimages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Parents Primary role in preparing their children for the Sacrament of 

Confirmation: 

1. Parents are the primary educators and evangelizers of their children. CCC 2225-2226 

a.  Parents are the primary influencers of their children. "The teens who consider 

themselves the most religious come from homes in which faith is important to the 

parents, who attend church regularly. These teens have good relationships with their 

parents, who they believe love them, understand them, and pay attention to them" (Smith 

2005, 111). 
b.  Just 1 percent of teens ages 15 to 17 raised by parents who attached little importance 

to religion were highly religious in their mid-to-late 20s. In contrast, 82 percent of 

children raised by parents who talked about faith at home, attached great importance 

to their beliefs and were active in their congregations were themselves religiously active 

as young adults, according to data from the latest wave of the National Study of Youth 

and Religion.  

c. Fathers especially, check this statistic out:  Did you know that if the father is serious and 

expressive about his faith there is a 93% chance that the rest of his family will do the 

same. 

d.  "Parents have a grave responsibility to give good example to their children." CCC 2223 

e. Family catechesis precedes, accompanies, and enriches other forms of instruction in the 

faith. CCC 2226 

f. By knowing how to acknowledge their own failings to their children, parents will be 

better able to guide and correct them. CCC 2223 

2. Is it the parents role to force their children to receive the sacrament of Confirmation? 

a. No, they should not force their children to be confirmed. Although confirmation can be 

validly received by infants, as is done in Eastern Catholic churches, when the person to 

receive the sacrament is old enough to make her/his own decision, she/he should be 

allowed to decide for herself/himself whether or not she/he will receive it. 

b.  Canon law states: Apart from the danger of death, to receive confirmation lawfully a 
person who has the use of reason must be suitably instructed, properly disposed, and 
able to renew the baptismal promises (CIC 889).  If a child is unwilling to receive 
confirmation, he is not properly disposed and cannot lawfully receive confirmation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thearda.com/Archive/NSYR.asp
http://www.thearda.com/Archive/NSYR.asp


 

Some commonly asked questions: 

 Q: Does this mean we are no longer offering the Sacrament of Confirmation? 

A: Of course not. Every year we will be offering the Sacrament of Confirmation to all teens in 8th-12th 

Grade who are actively involved in the parish through participating in a discipleship group, going to mass 

regularly, and desire to receive the Sacrament of Confirmation. All they will need to do then is attend 

two meetings and turn in the necessary information and they will be Confirmed. This just means there 

will no longer be a one year or two year Confirmation preparation program, nor will it take place at a 

certain grade level. 

 Q: Aren't we just doing 8th Grade Confirmation? 

A: Initially we recognized three things needed to happen. First, lowering the beginning age of 

preparation to 8th Grade. Second, to provide the Sacrament of Confirmation as a free choice that is not 

limited to a particular grade.  Third, to provide support and mentorship for our teens in order to help 

them live their faith on a personal level and guide them through this process.  Our new vision is not 

simply “8th grade confirmation,” because it is not limited to any particular grade level.  8th grade is simply 

the time to start seriously considering how each teen is going to start living their faith, become more 

involved through Breakaway and receive guidance in their discernment in their choice to be confirmed 

(or not to be). 

Q: What if my teen participates in Breakaway and still chooses not to be confirmed? 

A: Since your teen has been involved in Breakaway they will have an adult mentor committed to walking 

with them in their faith journey. They will be invited to stay involved in this Discipleship group as well as 

participate in our many other ministries offered for youth. As long as they stay involved they will be 

offered the opportunity to receive the Sacrament of Confirmation every year through High School. 

Q: What if my teen does not participate in Breakaway in 8th grade and decides to join in a later 

grade? 

A: Your teen will be welcomed in all grades to begin to get involved in actively living out their faith. They 

will first be invited to join a discipleship group with peers their age. Families as well will be invited to 

participate in LIFT or TLC to assist them in helping their teens grow in faith. Then, just as with all of our 

participants they will be invited to discern the Sacrament of Confirmation, and if they choose to be 

confirmed they will then attend the two mandatory sessions to prepare for the Confirmation.  


